Schedule:
Time

Event

10:00am – 12:00pm Pujo
11:30am – 1:00pm

Arts Competition

11:00pm – 2:00pm

Anjali & Hathe Khori

1:30pm – 3:00pm

Prasad & Lunch Distribution

3:00pm – 6:00pm

Cultural Programs

Cultural Program Synopsis and Attraction:
Play Category

শুধু একটু TIMEPASS
য োগোড় ই জীবন

এটোই আমোর কপোল..যকউ জ্ঞোনপীঠ পোয়,
যকউ তোর জনয ডিম ডকনন যবড়োয়

মোনন? ডিম ডকননত কনব যতোর depression
হনলো?

Life is Food, Fun and Some Serious Aatlamo
Prabashi Saraswati Pujo
January 27, 4pm
Thoreau Elementary School
29 Prairie Street, Concord, MA 01742
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This play takes a satirical look
around life choices where we want
to dream high but not ready to step
out of our comfort zone , where we
wish for something extraordinary but
same time settle for only mediocre,
if that is what we are comfortable
with.

Play performance by Jayati Banerjee and Nilay Mukherjee

PAKA DEKHA : A light hearted drama based on conversation prior to an
arranged marriage. Shruti natok played by Swati Biswas and Debyojyoti
Biswas.
____________________________________________________________________________

Songs Category

SWARANJALI - A classical/semi-classical,
modern Hindi and traditional vocal performance
by noted artist Vaishnavi Kondapalli. She has
established herself as Radio artist, Profound
stage performer and well known musical
personality in New England.

Some of the popular songs she has in youtube
are:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xdneyr5Fac&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUxYhXfMeio&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvLVwIMZN4g

Boston

Teenage sensation, Selina Banerjee who
has debuted her first professional CD album at the
age of 13 is getting ready to sweep away your feet
with her melodious songs. A descendent of great
Grandfather Pankaj Mullick, “Selina brings a new and
fresh flavor to these unforgettable hits of her great
grandfather.”
Selina is excited to showcase her next level of
performance more aligned with Bengali tradition and
culture.

We,

THE SONGBIRDS

will present a medley of popular songs,

RabindraSangeet, film song and kawali of yester years in popular and semiclassical style. We will bring our own flavors of these songs originally
composed/sung/ written in Bangla, English and Hindi by Rabindranath
Tagore, Suman Kabir , Elvis Presley, Laxmikant Pyarelal, and Khawaja Salim
Chisti.
The performers will be Subhashish Mukherji, Shivaramakrishnanan, Swapna
Ray and Rahul Ray.
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Dance Category
Our little kids Fancy

dress, Fashion
Showcasing and Dancing is big hit, so
have your kids dressed-up (traditional and/or
formal or colorful) to impress, get your camera’s
ready to take snaps your loved ones performing
at the stage. Send your kids name / age to

Tulika Biswas Chakraborty @
tulikabiswas@gmail.com or Sameer
Chakraborty @ sameerc2012@gmail.com
for participation.

Chhandika School of
Kathak, Pranali Dhole, As
From

torchbearers of the art, will be
enlightening the evening with a glimpse
of India's rich Kathak heritage as passed
on by the late Pandit Chitresh Das and
carried forward by Chhandika's founder
and artistic director, Gretchen Hayden.
From our community many families goes
to Chhandika school of Kathak for their
kids performance, this will be good
exposure for kids and parents to get
exposure to pure form of Kathak art.

We will also see beautiful dance by our own

Riskhika Pal.

She will be

performing dance on RabindraSangeet “Mono mon meghero songi”

From

Boston

Jaisankar

University,

Swathi

brings amazing talent of dance,

specially in Bharatanatyam and other classical
dance blends including Bollywood. She will be
displaying a glimpse of her profound talent in
the Saraswati Puja for young kids to see and
learn.

_____________________________________________________________

Other Categories
Our

"Open Mike / Open Stage"

segment at the cultural

event encourages kids (of any age) to showcase their special talents
("Show & Tell"), whether it is singing, reciting, dancing or playing
musical instruments. This segment has limited time-slot, and will be
first come / first serve basis. Interested parents wanting to have their
children(s) participate, please send an email to Sameer Chakraborty
at sameerc2012@gmail.com, with details about their name, age and
the talent they will be showcasing.

There will also be

Competition

for younger

kids
to
participate
11:30am to 1:30pm

Haathe Khori

Art
from

for our younger

members (the first time a child
holds a writing instrument). Please
email Sameer Chakraborty @
sameerc2012@gmail.com with your
child's name in advance so that we
can plan for the ceremony.

This year, as always, we are encouraging our younger generation to
participate in the cultural & art programs - which is an essential part of the
festivities. Ma Saraswati is the goddess of knowledge and art. Please reach
out if your kid(s) wants to participate and be part of the festivity.

